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Astrophysicists try to describe the UniverseAstrophysicists try to describe the Universe

and data into knowledge
transforming noise into data

the seen and the unseen
real and hypothetical

using the language of mathematics



working in the middle of extremesworking in the middle of extremes

1010-9-9 ... 10 ... 1099

heisenberg: “can nature truly be this absurd?”



cosmology is an application of geometrycosmology is an application of geometry

that has to take on board quantum-mechanical uncertaintythat has to take on board quantum-mechanical uncertainty

to describe the space in which we existto describe the space in which we exist

working with ambiguityworking with ambiguity



music is an application of engineeringmusic is an application of engineering

that has to take on board an intangible aestheticthat has to take on board an intangible aesthetic

to contextualise the space in which we existto contextualise the space in which we exist

and increasingly utilises the Scientific Method (repeatable experimentation)and increasingly utilises the Scientific Method (repeatable experimentation)

working with ambiguityworking with ambiguity



mathematics is not a verbal languagemathematics is not a verbal language



ngc4501ngc4501

planetary consciousness?planetary consciousness?



ngc4501ngc4501

which/whose planet?which/whose planet?



ngc4501ngc4501



ngc4501ngc4501

Take a Radio Spectral Cube and turn it into sound. Take a Radio Spectral Cube and turn it into sound. 

The cube is like an image, but instead of each pixel being a single "colour", The cube is like an image, but instead of each pixel being a single "colour", 
it is actually an RF spectrum. Selecting a pixel with the mouse takes that spectrum it is actually an RF spectrum. Selecting a pixel with the mouse takes that spectrum 

and transforms the radio frequencies into an audible range, and transforms the radio frequencies into an audible range, 
it then creates a sound with that spectrum.it then creates a sound with that spectrum.

Similarly, the radio frequencies have been transformed into visible colours Similarly, the radio frequencies have been transformed into visible colours 
so you can see them, blue for "higher frequency" and red for "lower frequency".so you can see them, blue for "higher frequency" and red for "lower frequency".

You can see and hear the structure of the spiral arms, You can see and hear the structure of the spiral arms, 
even the discord in the middle where both are super-imposed.even the discord in the middle where both are super-imposed.



topics for discussiontopics for discussion

mashematics mashematics 
– messing with the langauges of structure– messing with the langauges of structure
– moving beyond sonification– moving beyond sonification
– relevance to performance– relevance to performance

convergence of complex systems convergence of complex systems 
– cosmology/art/philosophy/belief systems– cosmology/art/philosophy/belief systems

cosmology cosmology 
– “a system of beliefs leading to an – “a system of beliefs leading to an 
explanation of the mystery of existence” explanation of the mystery of existence” 
(Sandage, 1987)(Sandage, 1987)
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